ATLANTIC LOTTERY CORPORATION (OUTPOST LAB) IS HIRING A

Full Stack Developer
Halifax, Nova Scotia

The Atlantic Lottery Outpost Lab is Hiring
Outpost Lab is a design-thinking and agile-scrum environment that creates functional
prototypes using emerging and exponential technologies. We use these prototypes to test
and validate new concepts for our customers and ourselves. Many of our prototypes have
seeded new product and service concepts for Atlantic Lottery and now they have the ability
to scale globally. I mean how cool is that?
Job Description
We are looking for a developer that wants to work on a team of digital prototypers. Joining this
highly agile team and working in a leading-edge and exciting area of the company, you will use
your strong understanding of software design to play a major role in helping the team execute
agile software delivery and support with the launch minimal viable products for Atlantic
Lottery. Together with other team members you will use your skills in UI/UX/Graphics for web
and mobile site, apps and games development and other design tools to create innovative new
products to pilot in the Atlantic Canadian market. Super interested in Outpost members with
varied backgrounds as we love collaborating with the other roles at Atlantic Lottery to make the
lottery experience even better. Your perspective counts.
Competencies required
• Experience with Ruby on Rails (currently our go-to application framework)
• Proficiency with coding semantic HTML5/CSS3
• Experience with JavaScript and jQuery
• Experience with CSS pre-processors (SASS or LESS)
• Understanding of relational databases
• Experience with media queries and building responsive websites
• Knowledgeable of web standards, progressive enhancement and cross-browser
compatibility
• Experience with version control (Git)
• Able to generate code in existing code bases and from scratch
Bonus Points
• Adobe AEM (that’s what our mothership uses)
• Experience with ReactJS
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Seasoned debugger and problem solver
Knowledge of iOS development, either Objective-C or Swift
The ability to iterate and ship ideas quickly, with loose (at best) direction.
You’re comfortable with customer-facing roles including support and documentation.
Working knowledge of how algorithms affect performance, ie. Big O notation
We would love to see a public portfolio demonstrating your expertise in these areas or
what makes you you.

Perks
• Competitive salary and benefits
• Convenient downtown Halifax location in Volta Labs, a vibrant tech start-up hub
• Working with an agile, collaborative team backed by the resources of an enterprisescale corporation
Apply at hello@outpostlab.ca

